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On April 14, 2022, PMI Indonesia Chapter held an iftar event with all PMI
Indonesia Chapter board members. It is a longing because since Covid-19
pandemic in 2020, and it is only this year that the Iftar event can be held
again.
From Main Article, the article discusses 4 Ways to Future-Proof Your
Workforce. We had two PRANKS session in May 2022 and in case you
missed them, we feature report of the Events.
On behalf of the board of editors I would like to thank the
contributors of this edition and everyone who has supported
in the preparation of this newsletter. I hope you enjoy reading
this edition.
Rafi Sani Hardono, PMP
Editor in Chief

4 Ways to Future-Proof Your Workforce
I was talking to a head of HR recently who was looking to
develop a program for his company that would not only
improve their ability to hire and retain project managers,
but also to attract people who had the potential to
become project managers in the future. That seems
really important and worth exploring.
In particular, I want to consider the future element—
not just recruiting people to lead projects today, but
recruiting people who can grow with the business and
become project managers in the future to ease any
supply issues over the coming years. That obviously
requires the ability to identify the people who have the
ability and inclination to move into project management.
But what do those people look like? What skills and
attributes should organizations be looking for?
1. Hire for tomorrow’s skills, not yesterday’s
The first thing to note is that the skills that will make
project managers successful in the future are different
from the ones that made them successful in the past.
The role is evolving away from management and
toward leadership, and that needs to be reflected in job
descriptions and skills profiles.
In some ways, that makes it harder to hire for future
PMs—you can train hard skills far easier than you can
develop soft skills. There also needs to be a foundational
interest and comfort among potential future project
managers with working in a team setting, leading people,
and so on. That’s always been the case, but it’s increasing
in importance.
The good news is that I think a lot of people entering
the workforce today are ready for that. The education

system has become more collaborative over the last
couple of decades—promoting teamwork and providing
at least limited exposure to what leadership roles look like.
Additionally, workplaces are more collaborative than
ever, and even people who have only been out of school
for a short period of time are likely to be able to identify
whether they enjoy teamwork, and will at least have a
theoretical understanding of what’s involved with team
leadership.
2. Look for project managers everywhere
Hiring future project managers shouldn’t only mean hiring
people straight from school. For many of us, project
management was something we evolved into from other
careers, and today is no different.
In fact, it’s easier than ever to transition into project
management because a lot of those foundational hard
skills that were considered a necessary starting point
are being automated. If there’s an experienced and
successful leader from some other enterprise function,
then chances are they have the potential to be a
successful project manager as well.
That also means that the head of HR who spoke with me
might not have to look too far for some of their project
management candidates. There may well be existing
individuals from within their own organization who are
in leadership roles, or on a career path to leadership,
who would be interested in moving toward project
management.
3. Make project management appealing
Whether an organization is looking for new PMs from
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other functions, or young and new PMs fresh out of
school, one of the biggest factors in the ability to
attract and retain project managers is to make the role
appealing. Project management tends to be an area
where reasonably high salaries can be earned fairly
early in a career (a generalization, I know, but often
accurate in North America at least). But anyone who has
studied Maslow’s hierarchy of needs knows that money
is simply a comfort factor. It won’t be enough to attract
and retain talent, and other roles quickly catch up with
project management salaries anyway.
Making project management an attractive long-term
career choice will require a more significant enterprise
commitment. It requires ensuring that project managers
are recognized as leaders in the organization, and
that the role is empowered to be a decision maker in
partnership with relevant business functions. That’s still
a considerable elevation of the role from how many
employers view it.
That kind of evolution doesn’t happen overnight, but
it doesn’t have to. Engaging project managers in the
process will be a meaningful step toward demonstrating
the value that the organization sees in project
management.
4. Retain, don’t just attract
A lot of organizations put a lot of effort into attracting
new people to their organization, but once they’re hired,
there isn’t always the same level of support for the
individual’s development. That’s particularly problematic
right now for organizations seeking to “future proof”
themselves from the global project management

shortage. There’s no point attracting future PMs if you
don’t then develop them into becoming those PMs
that are needed, or if you develop them to leave for a
competitor.
Of course, retention requires meaningful development
plans and career growth opportunities, but it goes
beyond that. “Culture” is an overused word, but
employees have to feel committed to the organization.
They have to feel as though their goals and ambitions
align with the organizations. And they need to feel like
valued partners in their career—working with their
employer rather than relying on the organization to
provide opportunities.
The bottom line
If you want strong project management capabilities
three, five or 10 years from now, you can’t just hire
good PMs today. You need to find the people who can
become those PMs,—and then you have to help them
grow and develop into the project and business leaders
that you need.

Andy Jordan
Andy Jordan is President of
Roffensian Consulting S.A.,
a Roatan, Honduras-based
management consulting firm
with a comprehensive project
management practice.
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Activities

Iftar with board member PMI Indonesia Chapter
Jakarta – On April 14, 2022, PMI Indonesia Chapter
held an iftar event with all PMI Indonesia Chapter
board members. It is a longing because since
Covid-19 pandemic in 2020, and it is only this year
that the Iftar event can be held again.
At the Iftar Event, the event is carried out physically
with the venue at the Teraskita hotel. The event
started with a friendly greeting which was opened
by Alin Veronica and then continued with fellowship
with all PMI Indonesia Chapter Board Members.
Through this event, it is also hoped that all PMI
board members will be more solid and collaborative
to achieve all the programs planned in 2022.
Hendra Fernanda Pinem
General Secretary Board Member
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PMP
Testimonial

As a PM, working in a telecommunication company and
being assigned to a regional office, made me see that PMP
certification is something that I never thought of and is very
far from what was imagined. When I moved to the HQ office
in Jakarta, I was introduced to the PMP Study Group at the
office and had the opportunity to attend a 35-hours training
for PMP. However, the enthusiasm and motivation are still not maximal. Then, when SG
PMIIC opened at the end of October 2019, I was immediately interested. I registered
and I passed.
SG-16 PMIIC, really helped me in looking deeper into PMBOK, especially with the
many tools used, which were proven to help deliver to PASS the exams. At SG PMIIC,
I met fellow mentees from various backgrounds, and of course with mentors whose
capabilities and dedication were undoubtedly. Everything makes me more motivated,
especially when year-end break and continue until early March 2020. It’s not a short
time to keep the moment to study, but with this SG, the moment is maintained.
Seeing many fellow mentees who passed during the SG, motivation increased. After
SG finished, I am still very much helped by the learning tools used during SG, and
even though at break from studying during Ramadan 2020. It was a challenge, to
keep maintain the moments and being motivated within eight months since SG PMIIC
started.
After Lebaran, I decided to sprint by asking a mentor from SG as well (thanks to
Mas Adit), We created a small group, with some SG mentees and online discussions
on how to understand and deal with understanding sample exam questions. And
finally, at the end of September, after going through several stages, I passed the
exam. Where previously the plan was to be carried out at the Test Center, however,
due to a pandemic, it was canceled and changed online. I took my online I office
exam on September 27, on a Sunday. Thanks to all mentors and mentees who have
helped motivate and accompany them during the learning process until get the PMP
certificate.

Fajar Apriyanto
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Volunteer
Profile

Rio Handoko, PMP
Board Member Program

Rio is a Track Construction Coordinator at Freeport Indonesia, in the mining
industry. He graduated from Sriwijaya University with an Engineering Degree. He
is a PMP credential holder and in 2021 he started his volunteering journey with
PMI Indonesia in the Program Department. In his spare time, Rio enjoys running
outdoors.

Brain Tease
Send your answer to
quiz@pmi-indonesia.org
and win 1x polo shirt or
1x tumbler.

Collaborative project team environment is one of project
management principal to accomplish a shared
objective from an organization efficiently. ____are
any arrangement of relation between elements of
organizational process and project works as one of
contributing factors to create this environment.
a. Process		
b. Compliance		
c. Organization structures

d. Team Agreements
e. Organization culture
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VIBES
Tune in to Project Vibes (Podcast by PMI
Indonesia)
On our last podcast:
Life is amazing with its own way of surprising
us. It takes us in directions that we couldn't think
of before. One day we may be doing a job and
tomorrow we shift to doing something else.
Tarryn West, a home-business accountant turned
digital marketing expert who wears the project
management hat every so often. We touched on
some topics on what’s hot in the digital marketing
realm, innovation, the role of mentors and how she
managed to navigate through challenges.

Check out our
Spotify Channel or
scan the barcode.

Presented in English

PRANKS
Project Management Knowledge
Sharing (PRANKS)
On our last PRANKS:
For the 49th PRANKS we had Abdurrahman Syahrawi that lead
the discussion of “Combining Project Management and Change
Management for Digital Transformation” which touch on the
history of digital transformation as well as dimensions that led
to its successful endeavour. In the spirit of managing these
dimensions, project management and change management
are playing important roles in supporting the idea and securing
successful digital transformation.

Catch our Next PRANKS:
Register at pmiindonesia.org

As for the 50th PRANKS, Tiarma Quezonita Simanungkalit
shared juicy insight about how agile helps large and complex
transformations and how organisations could take benefit from
the conduct by understanding the methods that will best fit the
organisation. The session is named “Agile Methods Development
for Software-as-a-Service Implementation” and it surely delivers
other meaningful information, particularly on Cloud technology.
If you missed the sessions, you could watch them on our YouTube
channel (PMI Indonesia Chapter).
Click on this link or scan the barcode.
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